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Abstract
With 5G ready networks on the horizon and the need for higher data rates the 
requirement for greater bandwidth can no longer be avoided. Carrier aggregation 
enables higher capacity and can be further enhanced by License Assisted Access 
(LAA). LTE-LAA enables the use of an unlicensed spectrum (2.4GHz, 3.5GHz, and 
5.9GHz) for Supplemental Downlink in tandem with a Primary Cell operating in the 
licensed spectrum’s sector as an anchor. To accommodate carrier aggregation with 
LTE-LAA, ultra-wideband components that operate up to 6GHz are required. Signal 
Tappers are a cost effective and space efficient alternative to directional couplers. 
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Directivity

Directivity is the key performance metric for directional couplers. It 
is defined as how well a coupler differentiates between the forward 
and the reverse waves. A directional coupler with high directivity 
would provide the highest isolation between uplink signals at the 
antenna.

Directivity = S31 + S21 – S32 
Where ,Sxx is an s-parameter measurement 

S31 is the ratio of coupling between input port and coupled port 

S21 is the insertion loss between the input and output port 

S32 is the isolation between the coupled port and output port

Return Loss (RL) or Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR)

If there is a mismatch between the impedances of the load and the 
source, part of the transmitted power will be reflected back. This is 
called the Return Loss. Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) is the 
ratio of maximum voltage to minimum voltage on the main line. If 
the loads are ideally matched, the reflected wave has zero magni-
tude and the ideal VSWR is 1:1.

Comparison

Directional couplers are commonly used to split power from the 
main line and signal monitoring and have very high isolation 
due to directivity. Tappers are used only occasionally to combine 
signals, but often to couple part of the signal. Directional couplers 
have limitations on bandwidth and technical challenges make 
the overall system design cost more expensive. Tappers offer the 
flexibility of deployment from Public Safety bands to unlicensed 
LAA bands (5.9GHz). Microlab tappers are the most economical 
choice for D-RAN deployments.

What are Directional Couplers? 

Directional couplers sample a signal on the mainline to the coupled 
port with high isolation between a coupled and an output port. 
These directional couplers can be coaxial, stripline or a lumped 
element. Directional couplers provide flat coupling, high directivity 
and high return loss. Directivity is typically greater than 20dB for 
printed couplers, 25dB or more for air dielectric couplers. Microlab 
couplers are available with coupling values from 5dB to 30dB.

Directional coupler’s size is inversely proportional to the operat-
ing frequency, as the coupling is dependent on quarter-wave 
segments.  The lower the frequency, the longer the wavelength, the 
larger the coupler.

What are Tappers?

Tappers split high power cellular signals unevenly in fixed ratios 
from 1000:1 to 2:1 with minimal reflections or loss over commer-
cial wireless bands for the ultra-wide range of 350 Mhz to 5930 
MHz. They are also called unequal dividers. Tappers are not direc-
tional, so they couple the same amount of forward and reverse 
signal. Further clarification on how tappers are more practical in 
use for wideband Distributed Radio Access Network (D-RAN) 
deployment is provided later in this paper.

Fig 1.  Microlab Directional Coupler

Fig 2.  Microlab Tapper
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Design Concerns for Tappers in D-RAN Design for LAA

The primary concern in using a tapper instead of a directional coupler for a RAN designer would be the lack of directivity in tappers. 
For D-RAN applications, a tapper is well suited to replace a directional coupler as shown in the comparison table below. The lack of 
directivity in tappers affects only the uplink signals from the UE. We did an Ansoft simulation of a typical network deployment using 
different coupling value tappers and directional couplers, schematically shown, to show the comparison between the uplink signals. The 
schematic exhibits the power levels of uplink signal at the antenna. The isolation plots show the differentiation when using tappers 
vs directional couplers. We can see that -54dBm to -76dBm power level of uplink signal is coupled to the antenna from the tappers in 
series, which is higher than the coupler branch, due to lack of directivity. We can see from the insertion loss plots that the radio receives 
the uplink signal from all the antennas (connected to tappers/couplers) at a designed and desired power level. Uplink signals will not 
interfere with each other because the BBU/RRH will be locked on to the strongest uplink signal which will be the primary path where the 
UE is located.

Return Loss is another concern that may impede the use of tappers vs directional couplers. This is severely mitigated in the D-RAN 
design as the standard coaxial cables used for RF transmission have a cable loss of approximately 0.5dB per meter. The reflected wave is 
attenuated due to the losses in the long runs of cables that are deployed. The concerns of a designer for using a tapper are assuaged due 
to these cables losses and the increased return loss.

Specification Microlab Tappers Directional Couplers

Frequency Band Ultra-wideband: 350-5930 MHz Broadband: 380-2700 MHz

Max. Input Power Higher Input Power Rating (500 W avg.) Lower Input Power Rating (300 W avg.)

Coupling Values Extremely flat coupling values Flat coupling values

Directivity No directivity High Directivity

VSWR Higher VSWR on Tapped Port Very Low VSWR on all ports

Size Smaller Form Factor Relatively bigger

Cost Lower Higher

Fig 4.  Deployment comparison showing Uplink signal power in directional coupler and tapper branches for 3.5GHz band
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Fig 6.  Isolation between Antennas with Directional Couplers 

Fig 5.  Insertion loss with directional couplers
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Fig 7.  Insertion Loss with Tappers

Fig 8.  Isolation between Antennas with Tappers
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Conclusion

Microlab Tappers split high power cellular signals in fixed ratios with minimal reflections or loss over the wireless cellular bands. 
The innovative design ensures an excellent input VSWR and coupling flatness across an ultra-wide band of frequency, even down to a 
2:1 split. The lightweight and compact design facilitates mounting. Designed with only a few solder joints and an air dielectric, loss is 
minimized and reliability enhanced. Tappers provide much less isolation than a directional coupler on the return path, however, cable 
path losses alleviate any detrimental effects of this. Signal tappers have the benefit of easily realizable ultra-wide bandwidths. Tappers 
are well suited to replace directional couplers where directivity is not critical, to keep the deployment costs of D-RAN low and adopting 
the use of LAA.


